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Abstract— Wireless commun ication plays an important
role in our daily life. One o f the most important
techniques which is Candidate for the fourth generation
is Multicarrier Code Div ision Multip le Access (MCCDMA) due to its high data rate. This research paper
presents the MC-CDMA system using different
modulation techniques. The variety of modulation types
are depended in order to show the effects of modulation
index and type on broadcasting data. The bit error rate
of the system is plotted for a range of signal to noise
ratio so that the effect of modulat ion on the MC-CDMA
system will be evident. Actually, the simulat ion results
show that QAM gives less bit error rate that makes MCCDMA more flexib le and suitable for mob ile
communicat ion next generation technology. Also, the
peak-to-average power (PAPR) of M C-CDMA is
analyzed to show that h igh PAPR is the main
disadvantage of MC-CDMA system then the possible
solutions for this problem are discussed in this research
paper.

Index Terms— M C-CDMA, PAPR, Spreading Codes,
QAM, PSK, Modulation

I.

Introduction

High data rate d igital co mmunicat ions is extremely
demanded nowadays. This demand has driven research
in recent years with orthogonal frequency division
mu ltip lexing (OFDM) emerging as one of the most
promising technologies. OFDM uses dense subcarrier
stacking, due to` orthogonality, making it a spectrally
efficient modulat ion technique with robustness in
frequency selective fading channels [1].
Multi-carrier code d ivision mu ltiple access (MCCDMA) co mbines OFDM with code division mu ltiple
access (CDMA) offering gains in both frequency and
code diversity and provides OFDM systems with a
multiple access mechanism.
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MC-CDMA may be imp lemented by applying the
CDMA spreading in either the frequency domain and/or
the time domain, with each having its own advantages
and disadvantages [1].
The family of mult icarrier code div ision mult iple
access (MC-CDMA) is an advanced broadband wireless
transmission
technology
combining
orthogonal
frequency-division mult iplexing (OFDM) and spread
spectrum techniques. Thanks to this combination, the
MC-CDMA family can inherit several co mpetit ive
properties, e.g., robustness against the frequency
selective fading channel, flexibility in system design,
low detection comp lexity, and lower peak-to-average
power ratio. In recent years, many aspects have been
investigated for the conventional MC-CDMA systems,
including the maintenance of quality of service,
elimination of interference, as well as mult iple access
interference (MAI), management of spreading code
resources, and the design of advanced detection
schemes [2].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 focuses on all the details of M C-CDMA
transmitter and receiver. Sect ion 3 describes WalshHadamard codes that may are used with MC-CDMA
system in this work. One o f the most important
parameters of M C-CDMA wh ich takes the attention of
researchers nowadays is PAPR. Th is property is
discussed with Peak Power reduction techniques of A
Multi-Carrier CDMA Signal in section 4 and 5. The
proposed system with its simulation and the discussion
of results are listed in details in section 6. Finally, the
main conclusions fro m this research paper are in section
7.

II. Principles of Multicarrier CDMA
In MC-CDMA, instead of applying spreading
sequences in the time do main, we can apply them in the
frequency domain, mapping a different chip of a
spreading sequence to an indiv idual OFDM subcarrier.
Hence each OFDM subcarrier has a data rate identical
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to the original input data rate and the mult icarrier
system “absorbs” the increased rate due to spreading in
a wider frequency band [3]. The transmitted signal of
the ith data symbol of the jth user s i j (t) is written as:

(1)
where
 N is the number of subcarriers
 b i j is the ith message symbol of the jth user
 ck j represents the kth chip, k = 0,… ,N − 1, of the
spreading sequence of the jth user
 f0 is the lowest subcarrier frequency
 fd is the subcarrier separation
 p(t) is a rectangular signalling pulse shifted in time
given by:

If 1/T is used for fd , the transmitted signal can be
generated using the IFFT, as in the case of an OFDM
system. The overall transmitter structure can be
implemented by concatenating a DS-CDMA spreader
and an OFDM trans mitter, as shown in Fig. 1. At the
spreader, the information b it, bij , is spread in the time
domain by the jth user’s spreading sequence, c kj , k =
0, … ,N − 1. In this imp lementation, high speed
operations are required at the output of the spreader in
order to carry out the chip-related operations. The
spread chips are fed into the serial-to-parallel (S/P)
block and IFFT is applied to these N parallel ch ips. The
output values of the IFFT in Fig. 1 are time do main
samples in parallel fo rm. A fter being parallel to serial
(P/S) conversion these time do main samples are lowpass-filtered, in order to obtain the continuous time
domain signal. The signal modulates the carrier and is
transmitted to the receiver [3].

(2)

Fig. 1: T ransmitter schematic of MC-CDMA

Fig. 2: Receiver schematic of MC-CDMA
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At the MC-CDMA receiver shown in Fig. 2 each
carrier’s symbol, i.e. the corresponding chip c k j of user j,
is recovered using FFT after sampling at a rate of N/T
samples/sec and the recovered chip sequence is
correlated with the desired user’s spreading code in
order to recover the original information, b i j . Let us
define the ith received symbol at the kth carrier in the
downlink as[3]:

(3)
where J is the number of users, Hk is the frequency
response of the kth subcarrier and n k,I is the
corresponding noise sample. The M C-CDMA receiver
of the 0-th user mu ltiplies rk,i of Equation 3 by its
spreading sequence chip, c 0k , as well as by the gain, g k ,
which is given by the reciprocal of the estimated
channel transfer factor of subcarrier k, for each received
subcarrier symbol for k = 0,· · ,N − 1, and sums all
these products, in order to arrive at the decision variable,
d 0 i , which is given by:
N 1

d   c g k rk ,i 
0
i

0
k

k 0
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IV. Specifications of Peak Power of MC-CDMA
Signal
The variation of the envelope of a mu lti-carrier signal
can be defined by the peak-to average power rat io
(PAPR) which is given by
2

max xv
PAPR 
1 Nc 1
 xv
N c v 0

2

(6)

The values xv, v = 0, . . . , Nc − 1, are the time
samples of an OFDM symbol. An additional measure to
determine the envelope variation is the crest factor (CF)
which is

CF  PAPR

(7)

By appropriately selecting the spreading code, it is
possible to reduce the PAPR of the mu lti-carrier signal.
This PAPR reduction can be of advantage in the uplink
where low power consumption is required in the
terminal station.
The uplink signal assigned to user k results in



Without the frequency domain equalizat ion of the
received subcarrier sy mbols, the orthogonality between
the different users cannot be maintained [3].

III. Walsh-hadamard Codes
Various spreading codes exist which can be
distinguished with respect to orthogonality, correlation
properties, implementation complexity and peak -toaverage power ratio (PAPR). The selection of the
spreading code depends on the scenario. In the
synchronous downlin k, orthogonal spreading codes are
of advantage, since they reduce the mult iple access
interference co mpared to non-orthogonal sequences. [4].
Orthogonal Walsh–Hadamard codes are simp le to
generate recursively by using the following Hadamard
matrix generation,

xv  xv .
(k )

(8)

The PAPR fo r different spreading codes can be
upper-bounded for the uplink by assuming that Nc = L.
The PAPR bounds for Walsh-Hadamard is less than or
equal double L. The PAPR bound for Golay codes and
Zadoff–Chu codes is independent of the spreading code
length. When Nc is a mult iple of L, the PAPR of the
Walsh-Hadamard code is upper-bounded by 2Nc.

 L1 ( k ) j 2lt / Ts
2 max   cl e
 l 0
PAPR 
L

2




(9)

The time samples of a down lin k mult i-carrier symbol
assuming synchronous transmission are given as

K 1

xv   xv

(k )

k 0

(5)
The maximu m nu mber of available orthogonal
spreading codes is L which determines the maximu m
number of active users K.
The Hadamard matrix generation can also be used to
perform an L-ary Walsh–Hadamard modulation wh ich
in comb ination with PN spreading can be applied in the
uplink of MC-CDMA systems.
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(10)

The PAPR o f an MC-CDMA down lin k signal with K
users and Nc = L can be upper bounded By [4]

 K 1 L1 ( k ) j 2lt / Ts
2 max   cl e
 k 0 l 0
PAPR 
L

2




(11)
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Peak to Average Power
Techniques

Ratio

Reducti on

Many techniques have been studied for reducing
PAPR of a transmitted signal. As known M C-CDMA is
a co mbination between CDMA and OFDM. Techniques
for PAPR reduction of OFDM and MC-CDMA signals
are the same and can be broadly categorized into three
main concepts [5]:
1. Clipping and filtering: The time-do main signal is
clipped to a predefined level. This causes spectral
leakage into adjacent channels, resulting in reduced
spectral efficiency as well as in-band noise degrading
the bit erro r rate performance. Out-of-band radiat ion
caused by the clipping process can, however, be
reduced by filtering.
If d iscrete signals are clipped directly, the resulting
clipping noise will all fall in band and thus cannot be
reduced by filtering. To avoid th is problem, one
solution consists of oversampling the original signal by
padding the input signal with zeros and processing it
using a longer IFFT. The oversampled signal is clipped
and then filtered to reduce the out-of-band radiation.
2. Selected mapping: Multip le transmit signals which
represent the same OFDM data symbol are generated
by mult iplying the OFDM symbol by different phase
vectors. The representation with the lo west PAPR is
selected. To recover the phase informat ion, it is of
course necessary to use separate control signaling to
indicate to the receiver which phase vector was used.
3. Codi ng techni ques: These techniques consist of
finding the code words with the lowest PAPR fro m a
set of codewords to map the input data. A look -up
table may be used if N is s mall. It is shown that
complementary codes have good properties to
combine both PAPR and forward error correction.

The latter two concepts are not applicable in the
context of LTE; selected mapping would require
additional signaling, wh ile techniques based on
codeword selection are not co mpatible with the data
scrambling used in the LTE downlink.

VI. System Model and Results
The MC-CDMA proposed system is simu lated using
Matlab environment. The system was simulated over
Rayleigh Fading and Additive White Gaussian Noise
(AWGN) channel model to show the effect of its bit
error rate relating to signal to noise ratio.
MC-CDMA system is simulated using Walsh code
and this represents an advantage because orthogonal
codes have a cross-correlation equal to zero; i.e., they
do not interfere with each other.
One of the most important parameters in the M CCDMA system is the sampling frequency. Value of
20M Hz is depended with size of FFT equals to 64
subcarriers. As a result the data symbol duration will be
3.2 µs. On the other side the number of cyclic prefix
(CP) is 16 with a cyclic prefix duration equals to 0.8 µs.
At these conditions the system will have total
subcarriers equals to 80.
Phase shift keying, PSK, is widely used these days
within a whole co mmunications systems. It is
particularly well suited to the growing area of data
communicat ions. PSK, phase shift keying enables data
to be carried on a radio co mmunications signal in a
more efficient manner some other forms of modulation.
Fig. 3 shows the MC-CDMA system imp lemented
firstly with 32 PSK. Each symbol needs 5 bits to be
presented and the symbol rate will be 1/5 of bit rate.

Fig. 3: BER for MC-CDMA system using 32 PSK modulation technique
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When the modulation index is reduced the bit error
rate improved and the system became more reliable
than before as shown in Fig. 4. In general the h igher
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order forms of modulation allow higher data rates to be
carried within a given bandwidth but at the same time
BER will be increased.

Fig. 4: BER for MC-CDMA system using 16 PSK modulation technique

8PSK, o r Eight Phase-Shift Keying, uses eight
distinct phase-shifts. These occur at 0 degrees, 45
degrees, 90 degrees, 135 degrees, 180 degrees, 225
degrees, 270 degrees and 315 degrees. Each phase can
be expressed by a 3-b it nu mber (2 to the power of 3 is

equal to 8). Therefore, 8PSK transmits 3-bit symbols
per cycle.
Fig. 5 shows how the BER is reduced with 8PSK
which makes MC-CDMA more reliable and trusted in
mobile communications.

Fig. 5: BER for MC-CDMA system using 8 PSK modulation technique

Quadrature Phase-Shift Key ing QPSK or 8PSK, uses
four distinct phase-shifts to encode data. These phaseshifts are 45 degrees, 135 degrees, 225 degrees and 315
degrees. Fig. 6 shows the MC-CDMA system using
4PSK modulation technique. The BER is reduced
compared to 8PSK but 8PSK trans mits mo re b its per
cycle when compared to QPSK, so 8PSK can achieve a
higher data rate at the same frequency than 4PSK. For
example, at a carrier-wave frequency of 1000 symbols
Copyright © 2012 MECS

per second, QPSK trans mits 2000 b its, while 8PSK
transmits 3000 bits.
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Fig. 6: BER for MC-CDMA system using QPSK modulation technique

When BPSK is used ,the signal is special. It lies in
one axis, x-axis. It has no y-axis projection. The vector

flip-flops on the x-axis depending on the value of the bit.
This case reduces the BER as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7: BER for MC-CDMA system using BPSK modulation technique

The MC-CDMA system with PSK modulat ion
technique is power effective and the modulation is the
simp lest compared to other techniques, but when QAM
is used in M C=CDMA systems the BER is reduced and
QAM appears to increase the efficiency of transmission
for radio co mmunicat ions systems because of utilizing
both amplitude and phase variations. In fact Quadrature
PSK (QPSK) is like 4QAM without amp litude

Copyright © 2012 MECS

modulation. QPSK uses four phase angles to represent
each two bits of input; however, the amplitude remains
constant.
Fig. 8 shows the MC-CDMA system with QAM
modulation technique which gives the best results and
minimu m bit error rate at different values of signal to
noise ratio.
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Fig. 8: BER for MC-CDMA system using QAM modulation technique

Finally, PAPR is a performance measurement that is
indicative of the power efficiency of the transmitter. In
case of an ideal linear power amp lifier where linear
amp lification is achieved up to the saturation point, the
maximu m power is reached efficiency when the
amp lifier is operating at the saturation point. A positive
PAPR in d B means that power backoff is needed to
operate in the linear reg ion of the power amplifier and
high PAPR degrades the transmit power efficiency
performance [6].

disadvantage of
communications.

MC-CDMA

system in

mob ile

Nowadays the researchers are focusing on how to
reduce PAPR in different methods, while there are main
four schemes to reduce PAPR in M C-CDMA system:
clipping & peak windowing, block coding, selected
mapping (SLM ) and partial transmit sequences (PTS)
scheme. It is known that PTS can effectively reduce the
PAPR by increasing the number of sub-blocks without
modifying the number of subcarriers [7].

As shown in Fig. 9, M C-CDMA has high value of
PAPR Convergent to 10. Actually this is the main

Fig. 9: PAPR of MC-CDMA system

Copyright © 2012 MECS
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VII. Conclusions
In this paper, MC-CDMA performance and analysis
are tested to investigate the fact of low b it error rate of
MC-CDMA system. The system was simulated by
computer for different parameters and using Walsh code
which represents an advantage because orthogonal
codes have a cross-correlation equal to zero; i.e., they
do not interfere with each other. The data that will be
broadcasted over the channel is modulated thro ugh
various modulation techniques. It is noticeable that the
bit erro r rate is converged for d ifferent types of
modulation techniques but QAM gives the best results
and minimu m bit error rate at different values of signal
to noise ratio. On the other hand, PSK is the most
popular technique in wireless systems due to its
simp licity and suitable cost. Finally, M C-CDMA has
high value of PAPR Convergent to 10 and this
represents the main disadvantage of MC-CDMA system
in mobile communications.
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